A combined-method psychometric analysis recommended modification of the multidimensional health locus of control scales.
The Multidimensional Health Locus of Control (MHLC) scales are widely used to measure beliefs about determinants of persons' health. We evaluated the scales over the largest-ever disease-specific sample of subjects using a combined-method psychometric approach. We performed a secondary analysis of data from 1,206 subjects from three osteoarthritis studies, using Rasch analysis and confirmatory factor analysis simultaneously. Differential item functioning (DIF) by gender and data source, scale dimensionality, and item fit were examined. The Rasch model fit the data if Rasch residual principal components analysis (PCA) corroborated three distinct dimensions and item fit statistics fell between 0.80 and 1.20. The confirmatory factor (CFA) model fit the data if factor loadings exceeded 0.50 for all items. DIF by gender or data source was not materially evident for any items. PCA supported existence of three dimensions in the data. Both Rasch and CFA models fit the data for 16 items; two items were detected as misperforming. When these items were removed, fit of both models improved. Results of this large-sample evaluation of the MHLC scales corroborated earlier findings that removal of certain items improves the scales. The combined Rasch-CFA approach provided better insight to scale performance problems than either method alone provided.